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i have always believed that the art of writing is
akin to telling a story. a story told well is both
engaging and memorable. and a novel needs just
the right type of story to be set in motion to get
the right impact. while most writers strive to
become the best in their genre, some are talented
in this respect. pathak fits squarely into the
category of such writers who can tell a story.
pathak never tries to impress readers but his
narrating style lends itself to the pleasure of
writing. but pathak has other attributes like wit
and experimentation that help make his writing
memorable so it is rather a surprise to notice that
he has managed to avoid the traps of the thriller
genre that dominates the hindi market. for
example, pathak doesnt indulge in a lot of
descriptions and through dialogues, makes the
reader feel the emotions of the characters. he can
be lyrical without forcing through description or
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exposition. the highly entertaining kaala
kaarnaama, is a story that is set in the present but
has a backward glimpse of the past. pathak has
structured it around the figures of mahan and
mahishasan, both familiar from his previous
novels. the novel is narrated by one sardaar
surendra sohal, a gangster who is deeply in love
with his best friend's daughter. he tries to find out
the murderer of an acquaintance of sohal, who is
his friend's former girlfriend. the story is about a
gang war of sorts that surfaces and ends in an
interesting way. pathak renders the work highly
entertaining and he is truly a master of the
narration. the story is full of humor and there is a
lot of action and suspense in this book.
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he said that his crime stories are more a mix of
science fiction than crime fiction and are

researched at great lengths. he also said that he
now writes five books a year, and while one is

published every month, the rest of the books are
serialized in various indian newspapers. thakur is a
bestselling author of detective fiction, which often
ventures into science fiction and fantasy. for some
readers, he also writes stories of indian mythology.
but he hates being labeled a supernatural writer,

and the term scifi doesn't appeal to him. in
addition to kaala kaarnaama, his works include the
bestsellers badli bim and per anek aur hain anokha
sathaniya hain. he is so identified with the mystery

genre that some people call his full name -
surendra mohan - as a suffix of mystery, instead of
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his name as it appears in hindi - surendra. he said
that a popular book in india is a total mystery in

english and has the same characters in english and
hindi. in his book, the character in hindi language

is called "ranjit" and the character in english is
named "ranjit" too. there is always a twist in the
story and the reader can guess what is going to
happen next. he said that the thick part of the
book or middle chapters, which don't form the

story, are the most intriguing part. he wrote the
novel, kaala kaarnaama, which had no twist and
the scenes were exactly the same, every time. in
the olden times, some small publishing houses
used to bring out 5-6 books in a year. now, the

publishing houses, that give very less amount for
the annual publishing rights, are also violating the

rights and selling the rights as soon as they
receive some money in advance. 5ec8ef588b
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